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010-401    Race, Class & Punishment:  Crime in     Gottschalk, M 

Tuesdays       the Streets and Crime in the Suites    1:30 PM -4:30 PM                                                                                          

Cross-listed with AFRC 012 

 

This first-year seminar analyzes the politics of "crime in the streets" and "crime in the suites." Key topics include 

the causes and consequences of mass incarceration; the rise of the carceral state; racial, economic, and gender 

disparities in punishment; similarities and differences between how crime in the streets and crime in the suites 

are punished; the Great Recession; the opioid crisis; and environmental crimes and global warming.   

 

107-001                                  Introduction to Data Science                                        Hopkins, D 

Mondays & Wednesdays                                                                                10:00 AM- 11:00 AM 

Understanding and interpreting large, quantitative data sets is increasingly central in political and social science. 

Whether one seeks to understand political communication, international trade, inter-group conflict, or other 

issues, the availability of large quantities of digital data has revolutionized the study of politics. Nonetheless, 

most data-related courses focus on statistical estimation, rather than on the related but distinctive problems of 

data acquisition, management and visualization--in a term, data science. This course addresses that imbalance 

by focusing squarely on data science. Leaving this course, students will be able to acquire, format, analyze, and 

visualize various types of political data using the statistical programming language R. This course is not a 

statistics class, but it will increase the capacity of students to thrive in future statistics classes. While no 

background in statistics or political science is required, students are expected to be generally familiar with 

contemporary computing environments (e.g. know how to use a computer) and have a willingness to learn a 

variety of data science tools.  

116-001   Political Change in the Third World                 Sil, R 

Mondays & Wednesdays                                                                                      3:00 PM-4:00 PM 

 
This is a comparative politics course that examines political and socio-economic change across the so-called “Third 

World,” defined here as post-colonial developing areas in Asia, Africa and Latin America. The course is primarily 

concerned with the relationships between inherited colonial legacies, the initial challenges of post-colonial nation-

building and economic development, and the varied responses to contemporary global problems.  Although 

significant attention is paid to political change within countries, the course also takes into account the relevance of 

economic, socio-cultural, and historical factors.  The course is divided into three parts.  The first examines the 

common and distinctive features of colonial rule in different regions as well as the varying challenges of political 

and economic development in diverse post-colonial settings. The second part focuses on elaborating on the themes 

developed in the first by looking more closely at the developmental experiences of Brazil, India, Algeria, Iran, 

Nigeria, and South Korea (with passing references to other countries as comparative referents). The third part of the 

course focuses on trends and challenges that have emerged over the last two decades -- including market reforms, 

democratization, and debates over gender and the environment -- as seen from the viewpoint of the "Global South." 
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130-001    Introduction to American Politics                Levendusky, M        

Mondays & Wednesdays                                                                                      2:00 PM-3:00 PM 

 
This course is an introduction to American politics suitable for both political science students and those who will 

choose other majors. The purpose of the course is to provide a wide-ranging theoretical understanding of politics 

in the United States by exploring who governs and to what ends.  

 

One of our major themes will be understanding how a constitutional system developed in the 18th century 

responds to the challenges of the 21st century. We’ll ask whether some of our institutions should be reformed to 

better reflect the current state of American society. In so doing, we will explore a wide range of topics from 

federalism, to civil rights and civil liberties, to public opinion, voting and media, to core political institutions of 

American government. 

 

The class will both prepare students for future courses in American politics and political science, as well as help 

them be more informed participants in American democracy. As part of this process, we will explore how to 

read and understand academic articles.    

 

Students are evaluated on several papers and exams, as well as their participation in their required weekly 

discussion section.  

 

150-001                                   Introduction to International Relations                          Weisiger, A                                                                                 

Mondays & Wednesdays                                                                                 10:00 AM-11:00 AM 

 
This introductory course surveys major theories, concepts, and issues in international politics. The first third of 

the course covers the major theories and concepts used by scholars to explain international politics.  The 

remainder of the course applies these concepts to the history of international politics and to important topics, 

including the causes of war, the effects and proliferation of nuclear weapons, trade and economic development, 

the environment, the European Union, international law, and the rise of China, as well as to issues in 

contemporary politics. 

 

152-001                         International Political Economy                                    Pollack, M 

Mondays & Wednesdays                                                                                  9:00 AM-10:00 AM 

 

This course explores the theories, history, and issues in international political economy. International 

political economy has been described as “the reciprocal and dynamic interaction in international 

relations of the pursuit of power and the pursuit of wealth.” The purpose of this course is to examine 

those interactions — between power and wealth, the state and the market — from a number of 

competing perspectives and different levels of analysis. We will focus on the causes and consequences 

of international trade and monetary relations; the growth of regional integration; the role of hegemony 

in maintaining the stability of international economic systems; strategies of economic development and 

transition; and the role of multinational corporations in both developing and developed countries. 
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180-001     Ancient Political Thought                                Euben, R 

Mondays & Wednesdays                                                                                 10:00 AM-11:00 AM 

 

This course is an investigation of some of the most important thinkers and texts of ancient Western (or what is 

also called classical) political theory, guided by particular questions and themes. What makes a text "classic"? 

Do these texts merely provide knowledge of the past, or do they offer wisdom that bears upon the problems of 

contemporary politics? Is such wisdom distinctively "Western" or does it reveal paradoxes and challenges of 

political life that characterize other cultures as well? Themes of the course include the relationship between 

morality and politics; fate and free will; the content and purpose of politics; human nature; the virtues and dangers 

of democracy; political wisdom and good leadership. Authors include Herodotus, Sophocles, Thucydides, Plato, 

and Aristotle. 
 

182-001   Contemporary Political Thought              Hirschmann, N 

Tuesdays & Thursdays                                                                                    10:30 AM-11:30 AM 

 

This course will provide a survey of political theory of the twentieth century, focusing primarily on the post-

World War II period through today. Texts are organized around three central concepts in western political theory, 

namely freedom, power, and equality. These concepts take a particular significance in the 20th and 21st centuries 

due to the proliferation of war, industrialization, technology, as well as the growth of democracy and the 

accompanying shifts in social relations these have all brought about. We will consider the philosophical meaning 

of these three concepts but also what that means when we enact those meanings in social and political life to 

understand the ways in which these three concepts intersect and intertwine to alter their meanings. For instance, 

does poverty reduce freedom and wealth enhance it, or is that beside the point? Can power be exercised in 

relations of equality? And how do we know when power is a hindrance to freedom, or an enhancement of it?  

 

 

207-001                                   Applied Data Science                                          Lapinski, J 

Mondays & Wednesdays                                                                                     2:00 PM-3:30 PM 

 

Jobs in data science are quickly proliferating throughout nearly every industry in the American economy. The 

purpose of this class is to build the statistics, programming, and qualitative skills that are required to excel in 

data science. Students will learn the skills required to conduct research using surveys and experiments, and will 

further develop their programming abilities in R. The substantive focus of the class will largely be on topics 

related to politics and elections, although the technical skills can be applied to any subject matter. It is expected 

that students come in having some experience using R, which can be acquired by taking either PSCI 107, PSCI 

338 or an equivalent course prior to enrolling in this class. 
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219-001                                      Chinese Politics                                                    Goldstein, A 

Mondays & Wednesdays                                                                                 11:00 AM-12:00 PM 

 

This lecture course introduces students to the politics of the People’s Republic of China. Complementing 

offerings in other departments, the course emphasizes events in the period since the Chinese Communist Party 

established its regime in 1949. No previous knowledge of China’s history, culture, or language is required.  

 

The semester begins with a brief review of China’s political history before 1949 to establish the necessary 

foundation for understanding the significance of subsequent events. After this survey, we analyze the ways in 

which the Communist Party set out to reorganize China after the revolution, the consequences of these efforts 

(spectacular achievements as well as breathtaking failures), and the debates provoked within the elite and among 

the general population. We also assess the prospects of the communist regime in China. On the one hand, the 

regime is identified with the benefits of bold and successful economic reforms implemented since 1978. On the 

other hand, it is also identified with the sometimes-disastrous costs of policies it put in place in the 1950s and 

1960s, as well as serious political and social problems that have accompanied the benefits of reform and 

provoked occasional popular resistance, most notably the upheaval and tragedy of 1989.  We conclude the course 

with a closer examination of several of the pressing challenges facing China today.  

 

Although the principal focus is on the domestic politics of the PRC, the course also examines China’s 

international relations. It includes: (1) analysis of the century-long period of domestic turmoil and revolution 

before 1949 when the country was largely at the mercy of foreign powers; (2) brief lectures about China’s 

approach to coping with the dangers it faced during the Cold War era dominated by two sometimes hostile 

superpowers; and, (3) more extended consideration of China’s foreign policy in the current era and its growing 

influence on international peace and security in the 21st century. 

 

221-001                                    Comparative Health Policy                                               Lynch, J 

Tuesdays                                                                                                               1:30 PM-4:30 PM 

 

This course examines the relationship between politics and the health of populations in the world’s rich 

democracies, including the Unites States.  The key questions the course addresses are how and why the health 

of populations differs in these countries. The course is divided into three main segments.  The first focuses on 

health care systems, the second on social and political determinants of population health, and the third on the 

production of health policy strategies.  After taking PSCI 221, you will be familiar with the range of variation 

across the rich industrialized democracies in health policies; understand the political genesis of this policy 

variation; understand the implications of different policy choices for equity, efficiency, and population health; 

and be able to articulate an informed set of health policy preferences that would promote your own goals.  This 

is a SAIL (active learning) class 
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231-401   Race and Ethnic Politics           Gillion, D 

Tuesdays & Thursdays                                                                                    10:30 AM-11:30 AM 

Cross-listed with AFRC 232 

This course examines the role of race and ethnicity in the political discourse through a comparative survey of 

recent literature on the historical and contemporary political experiences of the four major minority groups 

(Blacks or African Americans, American Indians, Latinos or Hispanic Americans, and Asian Americans).  A 

few of the key topics will include assimilation and acculturation seen in the Asian American community, 

understanding the political direction of Black America in a pre and post-Civil Rights era, and assessing the 

emergence of Hispanics as the largest minority group and the political impact of this demographic change.  

Throughout the semester, the course will introduce students to significant minority legislation, political behavior, 

social movements, litigation/court rulings, media, and various forms of public opinion that have shaped the 

history of racial and ethnic minority relations in this country.  Readings are draw from books and articles written 

by contemporary political scientists. 

 

232-401   Introduction to Political Communication                   Taussig, D 

Tuesdays                                                                                                               1:30 PM-4:30 PM 

Cross-listed with COMM 226 

 

This course is an introduction to the field of political communication, conceptual approaches to analyzing 

communication in various forms, including advertising, speech making, campaign debates, and candidates' and 

office-holders' uses of social media and efforts to frame news. The focus of this course is on the interplay in the 

U.S. between media and politics. The course includes a history of campaign practices from the 1952 presidential 

contest through the election of 2016. 

 

253-001                                International Politics Middle East                                   Vitalis, R 

Mondays & Wednesdays                                                                                 11:00 AM-12:00 PM 

 

The course focuses on the tremendous expansion of U.S. involvement in the Middle East since the 1930s. We 

try to tackle three often asked questions about this deepening, increasingly violent engagement: What kinds of 

power and influence does the United States wield in the region? Why does it (need to) do so? What are the 

consequences?  

 

 267-401                             International Affairs: Russia and East Europe            Orenstein, M 

Tuesdays & Thursdays                                                                                        3:00 PM-4:30 PM 

Cross-listed with RUSS 123 and EEUR 152 

 
Russia and the European Union (EU) are engaged in a battle for influence in Eastern Europe. EU foreign policy 

towards its Eastern neighbors is based on economic integration and the carrot of membership. With the 

application of this powerful incentive, Central and Southeastern European countries such as Poland, Hungary, 

the Czech Republic, and Croatia have progressed rapidly towards integration with the EU (and NATO). Yet, 

given Russia’s opposition to the further enlargement, membership is off the table for the large semi-Western 

powers such as Russia itself and Turkey and the smaller countries inhabiting an emerging buffer zone between 

Russia and the EU, such as Georgia, Ukraine, Azerbaijan, Moldova, and Belarus. These in-between countries 

find themselves subject to intense competition for influence between Eastern and Western powers. In this 

context, EU countries must balance their energy dependence on Russia and need for new markets and 

geopolitical stability with concern for human rights, democratic governance, and self-determination. What are 

the trade-offs implicit in the foreign policies of Russia, EU member states, and Eastern Europe? What are the 

best policy approaches? What are the main opportunities and obstacles?  
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271-401   Classic American Constitutional Law                 Smith, R 

Mondays & Wednesdays                                                                                   3:00 PM-4:00 PM 

 

This course explores the creation and transformations of the American constitutional system’s 

structures and goals from the nation’s founding through the period of Progressive reforms, the rise of 

the Jim Crow system, and the Spanish American War.  Issues include the division of powers between 

state and national governments, and the branches of the federal government; economic powers of 

private actors and governmental regulators; the authority of governments to enforce or transform racial 

and gender hierarchies; and the extent of religious and expressive freedoms and rights of persons 

accused of crimes.  We will pay special attention to the changing role of the Supreme Court and its 

decisions in interpreting and shaping American   constitutionalism, and we will also read legislative 

and executive constitutional arguments, party platforms, and other influential statements of American 

constitutional thought. 

 

320-401               Who Gets Elected and Why                         Rendell, E 

Mondays                                            6:00 PM – 9:00 PM 

Cross-listed with URBS 320 and GAFL 509 

 

What does it take to get elected to office? What are the key elements of a successful political campaign? What 

are the crucial issues guiding campaigns and elections in the U.S. at the beginning of the 21st century? This class 

will address the process and results of electoral politics at the local, state, and federal levels. Course participants 

will study the stages and strategies of running for public office and will discuss the various influences on getting 

elected, including: Campaign finance and fundraising, demographics, polling, the media, staffing, economics, 

and party organization. Each week we will be joined by guest speakers who are nationally recognized 

professionals, with expertise in different areas of the campaign and election process. Students will also analyze 

campaign case studies and the career of the instructor himself. Edward G. Rendell is the former Mayor of 

Philadelphia, former Chair of the Democratic National Committee, and former Governor of Pennsylvania. A 

note if you are not able to gain a seat in this course: Please write to Professor Fay Walker (listed in the Penn 

Directory) with your name, year of study, and major in order to be added to a waitlist. The professors will be 

able to register many waitlisted students in the first week of the semester, but only after the first class session on 

Monday Sept. 9th, 6pm, in Cohen Hall Room 402. Waitlisted students are encouraged not to miss the first class. 
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328-401  Diplomacy in the Americas:  The Penn Model OAS Program  

Tuesdays                                                 Bartch, C 

Cross-listed with LALS 328           4:30 PM - 6:00 PM 

 

Diplomacy in the Americas” is an academically based community service course in which students work with 

Philadelphia and Norristown public school students to explore solutions to critical problems facing the Americas. 

Entrenched political, economic, and social inequality, combined with environmental degradation, weak 

institutions, pervasive health epidemics, weapon proliferation, and other issues pose formidable hurdles for 

strengthening democratic ideals and institutions. The Organization of the American States (OAS), the world’s 

oldest regional organization, is uniquely poised to confront these challenges. “Diplomacy in the Americas” 

guides students through the process of writing policy resolutions as though the students were Organization of 

the American States (OAS) diplomats, basing their research and proposals on democracy, development, security, 

and human rights – the four pillars of the OAS. Students will also read literature about what it means to educate 

for a democracy and global citizenry, and they will have the opportunity to turn theory into practice by creating 

and executing curriculum to teach and mentor the high school students through interactive and experiential 

pedagogies.  

 

332-301   Survey Research & Design                    Dutwin, D 

Thursdays                                    3:00 PM-6:00 PM 

 

Survey research is a small but rich academic discipline, drawing on theory and practice from many diverse fields 

including political science and communication. This course canvasses the science and practice of survey 

methods, sampling theory, instrument development and operationalization, and the analysis and reporting of 

survey data. Major areas of focus include measurement and research of survey errors, application to election 

polling, new frontiers in data collection, overall development of data management, and introductory analytics. 

 

358-401                          International Law                                         Simmons, B 

Mondays and Wednesdays            3:00 PM – 4:30 PM 
 

International Law is supposed to create order among states. Does it? If so, how? In this course we cover the 

basics of international law – states, treaties, primary and secondary rules – and then explore its strengths and 

growing challenges in the modern world: challenges of rising powers, non-western perspectives, and western 

populism. Whether the international legal system as we know it can survive will not be taken for granted! 
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395-301     Power Sharing in Deeply Divided Places:  Benjamin Franklin Seminar 

Wednesdays                  O’Leary, Brendan                                                                         

             2:00 PM - 5:00 PM 

 

This course examines conceptual, explanatory and normative debates over power-sharing systems. We explore 

the circumstances in which confederations, federations, consociations and other power-sharing institutions and 

practices are proposed and implemented to regulate deep national, ethnic, religious or linguistic divisions. We 

evaluate these systems, seeking to explain why they are formed or attempted, and why they may endure or fail, 

paying special attention to bi- and multi-national, multi-ethnic, multi-religious and multi-lingual environments. 

Teaching methods include team-debates, and team-organized reading.  

 

398-303    Conservatism                                           Barnard, A 

Tuesdays              1:30 PM- 4:30 PM 
This course explores a broad survey of thinkers and traditions of political thought within conservatism broadly 

understood.  This is not a course about Ted Cruz or Rand Paul, nor about the Republican or any other political 

party.  Rather, we will investigate defenses of agrarian, traditionalist, neo-conservative, libertarian, anarcho-

capitalist, and other “conservative” schools of thought.  What are the critical conflicts and questions which 

animate these various traditions?  In what ways are these approaches allied and how are they in conflict?  We 

will read thinkers, both classic and contemporary, such as Burke, Oakeshott, Kirk, Bloom, Berry, Hayek, 

Rothbard, Huemer, Schmitt, Kristol, MacIntyre, and Zwolinski.  Ultimately, we will consider what visions of 

the good, of humanity, of technology, of agency, of rationality, of progress and of reality underlie various 

conservative critiques.  

 

398-304   Race & International Relations           Vitalis, R                                                    

Mondays              3:00 PM- 6:00 PM 
 

This seminar considers three linked problems in contemporary Anglo-American culture: 1. The unexamined 

place of white supremacist thought in the founding of international relations as a specialized field of study; 2. 

The unrecognized contribution of black thinkers to emancipatory counter traditions within international relations 

(i.e., why do canons of theory reference Lippmann, Wilson, Lenin and Wallerstein but not Du Bois, Fanon, 

Williams, Cox, Bunche, Rodney, or James?); and 3. Then until now un-posed question in professional 

international relations research: how do racist norms or related forms of ascriptive hierarchy underpin world 

order? 

 

398-305   National Security Policy                                      Gans, J  

Wednesdays                           5:00 PM - 8:00 PM 

 

American foreign policy has always been a product not just of the crises and opportunities the nation has faced 

but also its unique domestic politics and government policy process. This course is designed for any student 

interested in learning how U.S. national security policies are made as well as how to successfully make policy 

in the future. To do so, students will review decision-making theory, yet the bulk of the course will focus on the 

examination of real decisions—what was decided, who made the choice, and why— at the highest levels of the 

U.S. government in the seven decades since the establishment of the National Security Council process in 1947. 

Reading archival documents and oral histories in addition to historical writing, students will develop a deeper 

appreciation of how both America’s national security process and its relationship with the world have evolved 

president by president and war by war. The course will also offer practical opportunities – guest lectures from 

practitioners who have worked on national security in Washington, writing projects, and more – to prepare 

students to compete and provide counsel in government in the future. 
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497-301   Political Science Honor                       Doherty-Sil, E 

Mondays          2:00 PM – 5:00 PM 

 

This is a mandatory seminar for all students planning to submit an honors thesis for the purpose of possibly 

earning distinction in Political Science upon graduation. The course is aimed at helping students identify a useful 

and feasible research question, become familiar with the relevant literatures and debates pertaining to that 

question develop a basic understanding of what might constitute "good" and "original" research in different 

subfields, and set up a preliminary plan for conducting and presenting the research. The course is also aimed at 

building a community of like-minded student researchers, which can complement and enrich the honors student's 

individual experience of working one-on-one with a dedicated faculty thesis advisor. 

 

498-301   The Meaning of Democracy                                           Green, J. 

Mondays             2:00 PM – 5:00 PM 

 

This course provides a broad, humanistic survey to some of the most important ideas, debates, and problems 

connected to the study of democracy. The course is divided into three segments: the democratic citizen (in which 

we explore ethical issues pertaining to the experience of democracy as a way of life); the democratic People (in 

which we investigate some of the best and most recent attempts to come to grips with the difficult, yet 

fundamental, notion of the People); and the democratic world (in which we examine issues pertaining to 

democratization and development, including the tension between democracy and individual liberty and the 

relationship between democracy and global capitalism). 

 

498-302   European Political Development                                         Lynch, J 

Mondays             2:00 PM – 5:00 PM 

 

This seminar is devoted to analysis of the domestic politics of Western European countries from World War II 

to the present. Topics include political parties and party systems; economic regulation, labor relations, and the 

welfare state; and political culture. 

 

Unifying these topics is an analytic emphasis on the historical antecedents of contemporary politics, and on the 

ways in which political scientists seek to understand continuities and discontinuities in European politics. The 

focus is on reading books, and on understanding how book-length arguments are constructed and sustained. The 

seminar is designed for advanced undergraduates who have taken at least two courses in Comparative Politics 

or non-US history; and for graduate students in political science and related disciplines. 
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530-401   Political Economy Gender       Teele, Dawn 

Tuesdays               3:00 PM – 6:00 PM 

Cross-listed with GSW 598 

 

Over the past two hundred years, with the rise industrial production, growing educational attainment, and 

availability of contraception, women have entered the formal labor market in vast numbers. Yet despite 

advances, there are still important disparities between the sexes, often exacerbated by class and racial 

politics. This course unpacks the elements of the transition in the political economy of gender and examines its 

limits. We set out to understand women's labor in emerging industrial and post-industrial economies; the causes 

and consequences of women's political inclusion; gendered opportunities in the labor force including the 

persistence of pay gaps; and the formation of economic and political preferences across the genders. 

Theoretically, we will engage with Marxian political economy, and new institutionalist approaches to understand 

how political and economic institutions reproduce or remedy contemporary problems including the gender gap 

in wages, in political representation, and in women's economic opportunities. Throughout the course we will pay 

special attention to challenges faced by minority groups and by 

women in developing countries. 

 

535-401   Inequality & Race Policy                                           Gillion, D 

Tuesdays             1:30 PM - 4:30 PM 

 Cross-listed with AFRC 524 

 

There is little question that inequality along the lines of race and ethnicity remain a constant problem in American 

society. And over time, the federal government has implemented several policy initiatives to address these 

inequities.  However, less well understood is the success of these federal policies or the process in which they 

emerge from government as a viable solution. This course will provide an overview of the link between federal 

government action and changes in minority inequality. We will analyze several issue spaces that cover health, 

crime and incarceration, social policy and equal rights, education, welfare, and economics. We will take a multi-

method approach to exploring the success of federal policies by conducting historical assessments and statistical 

analysis. Advanced undergraduates are welcome to take the course with permission. 

 

598-301   The Idea of Freedom                                                Hirschmann, N 

Tuesdays             1:30 PM - 4:30 PM 

 

This seminar will explore the idea of freedom as it has developed from the 17th century to the 21st, focusing on 

canonical western political theory and contemporary conceptualization.  Figure include but are not limited to 

Hobbes, Locke, Rousseau, Kant, Mill, Marx, Foucault, and various contemporary figures.  The seminar is 

intended for graduate students, but is open to advanced undergraduates who have had prior training in political 

theory, with permission of the instructor. 
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The College of Liberal and Professional Studies 

(LPS) 

 

110-601   Comparative Politics             Harrold, D. 

Mondays             5:00 PM – 8:00 PM 
 

This course is designed to introduce students to comparative political analysis. How can the political 

behavior, circumstances, institutions, and dynamic patterns of change that people experience in very 

different societies be analyzed using the same set of concepts and theories? Key themes include nationalism, 

political culture, democratization, authoritarianism, and the nature of protracted conflict. 
 

183-601   American Political Thought              Koutnik, G 

Thursdays             6:00 PM – 9:00 PM 

 

This course introduces students to the main themes and controversies of American political thought. The 

course poses a few questions. What are the historical and philosophical foundations of the American 

republic? How do modern political institutions compare to these principles? Can America’s eighteenth -

century Constitution address modern debates over gun control, same sex marriage, abortion, affirmative 

action, and economic regulation? Should America’s Constitution be revised, and if so, how? Who counts as 

an American, and how is this decided? What does it mean to be an American liberal or conservative? And 

more broadly, what is politics and why study it? If you are interested in these questions, are considering a 

political science major or law school, hope to fill you Sector IV: Humanities and Social Science 

requirement, or want to get better acquainted with American politics, this course will fit your interests. 
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Penn in Washington Program 
(These courses are for students enrolled in the PIW Program, District of Columbia)  

 

 

 

330-301 PIW Semester Core Seminar:  Conducting Public Policy Research in Washington 

           Martinez, D 

 

 

 

 

 

398-301 The U.S. Presidency:  The Purview of Chief Executive Power Rodriguez, M 

             

 

 

 

 

 

 

398-302 Today’s Diplomacy:  How Does It Really Work?    Denburg, A  
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